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VirtualCable & OpenNebula Systems team up to deliver
a next generation VDI solution
Madrid, Spain, <20th September 2016> — VirtualCable is a pioneering Spanish
company that develops and supports UDS Enterprise, a multiplatform connection
broker to deploy and manage virtual and physical desktops, applications and other
Windows & Linux remote desktop services. It is not only compatible with nearly all
hypervisors, authenticators and connection protocols in the market, but also allows to
simultaneously enable them as needed.
OpenNebula Systems is the company behind the OpenNebula open source
project. OpenNebula is a leading Cloud management system – simple, yet powerful.
It is easy to deploy, manage and grow. OpenNebula interoperability makes cloud an
evolution by leveraging existing IT assets, protecting previous investments, and
avoiding vendor lock-in.
Both companies have signed a Technology Partnership agreement to join the power
of their software and offer their customers a next generation VDI solution. OpenNebula
Systems has granted OpenNebula Ready certification to UDS Enterprise, which
ensures compatibility and seamless integration of both solutions.
With OpenNebula as cloud manager and UDS Enterprise as VDI connection broker,
any company deploying desktop virtualization can build a strong, secure, efficient
and high-performance infrastructure.
UDS Enterprise and OpenNebula are Open Source solutions, minimizing initial
investment and enabling customization and the integration of new functionalities in the
virtual desktops infrastructure. In addition, UDS Enterprise team offers personalized
support through a subscription system based on user segments featuring product
updates.
“UDS Enterprise and OpenNebula integration allows to automatically deploy and
manage virtual desktops’ full lifecycle, ensuring an efficient use of resources,
providing extra security and enabling access from any device and any operating
system”, said Félix Casado, CEO of VirtualCable.
“OpenNebula and UDS Enterprise integration brings a fully managed, secure
computing service for virtual desktops delivery that enables users to stay connected
and productive anywhere", commented Ignacio M. Llorente, CEO of OpenNebula
Systems.
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About VirtualCable
VirtualCable is a Spanish company specialized in virtualization and dedicated to
software development and professional services. VirtualCable develops and supports
UDS Enterprise, a multiplatform connection broker to deploy and manage virtual and
physical desktops, applications and other Windows & Linux remote desktop services.
UDS Enterprise allows to simultaneously enable multiple hypervisors, authenticators
and connection protocols, guaranteeing resources optimization and obtaining
substantial cost savings.
More information about UDS Enterprise at www.udsenterprise.com or at
info@udsenterprise.com
UDS Enterprise Basic Information
UDS Enterprise Case Studies
UDS Enterprise free trial

About OpenNebula
OpenNebula is a turnkey enterprise-ready solution that includes all the features
needed to provide an on-premises (private) cloud offering, and to offer public cloud
services. With tens of thousands of deployments, OpenNebula is parked in industry
and research leaders. OpenNebula Systems develops OpenNebula, supports its
community, and provides support subscriptions, consulting, and training. OpenNebula
Systems has a global presence with offices in Europe and the United States.
More information about OpenNebula at OpenNebula.org or at
contact@opennebula.systems
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